
USE CASE BRIEF

DEFENDING LEGACY 
SYSTEMS AGAINST 
ADVANCED ATTACKS
Many organizations are still dependent on legacy systems because they’re hard to replace and because 
many core enterprise applications still run on legacy systems inside the data center. Since these legacy 
solutions no longer receive technical support or OS patches/software upgrades, they are vulnerable to 
cyberattacks that could compromise the entire network. Additionally, legacy systems are inherently 
vulnerable to exploitation by bad actors using phishing and self-spreading malware—a memorable 
example being the WannaCry ransomware attack in May 2017, which cost the National Health Services of 
the UK close to £9.2 million (approx. US $12 million). With the cyberthreat landscape evolving faster than 
security teams’ ability to update and replace legacy systems, securing legacy systems against cyberattack 
has become a key priority for organizations. 

Unsupported legacy systems give attackers opportunities to infiltrate the network and move laterally 
to gain access to sensitive data and critical applications. With no support or patches to address these 
security vulnerabilities, legacy systems can put businesses at risk for costly data breaches. Hackers make 
use of the end-of-support dates available online to find zero-day exploits that haven’t been patched. 
One notable example is the BlueKeep vulnerability in May 2019, which affected more than 240,000 
machines worldwide. In the wake of recent zero-day attacks, organizations must focus on taking the 
right cybersecurity steps across all systems while keeping their operations up and running. This is critical 
as it prevents downtime of their operations, potential revenue loss, and regulatory penalty.

Network firewalls and network-based segmentation approaches don’t address unpatched vulnerabilities 
associated with legacy workloads. Also, deploying these tools can be complex and expensive. In order 
to mitigate the security challenges posed by traditional practices, organizations need a proactive 
Zero Trust approach to securing legacy systems. Legacy workloads must be secured from any and all 
unauthorized access using granular least-privilege policies, implemented through Zero Trust identity-
based segmentation and comprehensive, continuous visibility and assessment of security posture.

Security risks associated with unprotected legacy systems
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ColorTokens extends support to data center legacy systems, including vulnerable and unpatched 
applications running Windows 2003, XP and above by performing identity-based segmentation and offering 
comprehensive network visibility. Many cybersecurity vendors don’t offer support for legacy systems beyond 
Windows 7, which can increase vulnerability for customer assets that share applications or have traffic flowing 
in a hybrid environment. Our solution ensures that the customer can manage their unpatched systems 
without compromising the security of their assets or network. Our solution also investigates security issues 
while providing complete visibility and reducing lateral movement.

ColorTokens’ approach to enabling proactive cybersecurity

How ColorTokens’ Xshield performs micro-segmentation on 
legacy workloads
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OS FamilyOS Family Supported VersionsSupported Versions

Xshield is available for the following OS versions

Windows 32-bitMacOS

Windows 64-bitWindows 64-bit

MacOS

Ubuntu

Redhat

CentOS

SUSE

AIX

OS XP SP3 and aboveOS 10.10 and above

OS 2003 SP2 and aboveOS 7 and above

OS 10.10 and above

OS 12.4 and above

OS 6.7 and above

OS 6.7 and above

OS 12 and above

OS 7.1 and above

Schedule a Demo

or send your query to info@colortokens.com

ColorTokens Inc. is a leading innovator in SaaS-based Zero Trust cybersecurity solutions providing global enterprises with a unique set of products and services for securing applications, 
data, and users across cloud and hybrid environments. Through its award-winning Xtended ZeroTrust™ Platform and context-aware machine learning-powered technologies, 
ColorTokens helps businesses accurately assess and improve their security posture dynamically. 

As cloud adoption grows, traditional perimeters get redefined, and new attack vectors and threat actors materialize, corporations recognize their security posture needs to reflect 
their Zero Trust philosophy. ColorTokens’ technology allows customers to achieve Zero Trust by utilizing rich, meaningful contextual information about the application, microservice, 
or protected resource, so customers can apply Zero Trust with as secure of a perimeter as they can. ColorTokens’ cloud-based SaaS platform can automatically deploy next-generation 
security controls and increase security posture dynamically without any new hardware, downtime, reboots, or changes to a client’s existing systems. 

With a team of over 400 people, ColorTokens has global office locations in Santa Clara, California; New York; London; Copenhagen, Denmark; and Bengaluru, India. For more information, 
please visit www.colortokens.com. 

© 2021 ColorTokens. All rights reserved. ColorTokens , ColorTokens logo and other trademarks and service marks are registered marks of
ColorTokens and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. Third-party trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners.

Supported Workload OSSupported user OS
Xshield agents for workloads are available for AIX, Linux, and Windows OS families.Xshield agents for clients (end users) are available for MacOS 

and Windows OS families.

https://colortokens.com/demo/ 

